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SANDSTONE ESTATES 

Steam & Mechanical Festival 
April 2017 

 

We travelled the 396km from Johannesburg to the Eastern Free State on Thursday to meet up with 

“granny and grandpa” travelling up 711km from Port Alfred.  The countryside is starting to dry out and 

cool to a golden hue after a wet summer.  At the farm Sandstone Estates on the border of South Africa 

and Lesotho stands a monument to some of the Wests greatest mechanical and industrial 

achievements.  In the distance across the Mohokare River, can be seen the highly populated and 

quaintly chaotic rural areas of Lesotho.  Our accommodation was 30km away at Amohela Ho Spitskop 

between Ficksburg and Clocolan with beautiful views over the Malutis of the Mountain Kingdom.   
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Friday was a day to relax and catch up after all the travel and absent months.  As is becoming the norm 

sports equipment (cricket) was erected on the front lawn so that Nathan and Jesse could take turns 

bowling and batting while the rest of us including granny fielded.  Grandpa observed Nathan’s 

unconventional grip.  I find it fascinating to note that all eight of the international team sports (Soccer, 

Rugby, Cricket, Hockey, Golf, Tennis, Rowing, and Polo) were codified and introduced to the world by 

Britain in the 1800’s.  To be correct the oldest surviving rules of golf were written in 1744 for The 

Honourable Company of Edinburgh Golfers in Scotland.  We forgot our golf sticks behind but granny 

had brought a bag of balls just in case…      

 

Family time was enjoyed by all.  Much conversation was had about the incredible political events of 

the previous week with the firing of Pravin Gordhan and Zuma’s machinations.  We all speculated to 

what end this would bring our country and the forces that seek to undermine our Constitutional 

Democracy.  An afternoon nap was followed by a good South African braai of ribs and wors.  Then dad 

set up the data projector for the boys weekly allowance of movies.  This week’s screening was 

“Beautiful People” by Jammie Uys.   
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Nathan was up first on Saturday morning ready for all the excitement of this magical phrase 

“Sandstone Estates”.  The Fortuner was promptly reconfigured to seat everyone; grandpa singing 

along to John Denver as we travelled on the dirt roads to the farm of adventure…  

 

Once we arrived and climbed onto the 1940’s Welcom Municipal bus the air was filled with that 

distinct soot from Steam Trains and mom immediately remarked that it reminded her of school (DSG 

Grahamstown 1948 - 53).  We had hardly arrived at Hoekfontein Station when we were whisked onto 

the first train to Mooihoek Loop.  The Garratt locomotive clattered out of the station through the 

farmlands of Cosmos and maize. 

  

Between the beauty of the Eastern Free State and charm of old machines -- from ox wagons, steam 

traction engines, tractors, steam and diesel locomotives and military harware  -- it is hard to 

comprehend the magnitude of what one is seeing.  Not only is this the magnificent vision of one South 

African farmer (Wilfred Mole) but it represents an explosion of enginuity in modern science and the 

industrial revolution.  Coal mines, steel factories, steel ships, steam railways, and the internal 

combustion engine which took to the sky.  To instill in two little boys minds the capacity of the human 

spirit; a practical rational mind; and the philosophy of moral imperative to build a better world.   
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Granny, Candy and the Boys were whisked away in an old car that made the Model T Ford look 

modern.  We meandered through the sheds of tractors, trucks and trains before catching the next 

train along Seb’s Railway behind an old sugar plantation steam locomotive from Angola.  Then lunch 

as the last train left without us for Grootdraai Military display at 2pm.  No problem, the Welkom Bus 

was back and away we went – faster than an Ox Wagon. 

 

As military vehicles old and new, large and small passed by without commentary it was very helpful 

to have grandpa casually comment on each and its basic features e.g. the Sherman Tank was very 

vulnerable to being shelled from above as its armaments were all in front. A pair of Harvards roared 

over our heads…  
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The highlight of the day was a last train trip behind a modern diesel along the runway as a Chipmunk 

took off.  Everyone rushed from one side of the compartment to the other to see passing aircraft.  It 

was a small wonder that we noticed Nathan and Jesse’s hats passing us in the opposite direction on 

the back of a tractor trailer… but that was the nature of the day as all manner of contraptions shuffled 

this way and that until the sun began to set and our weary soldiers returned to our mountain retreat. 

  

 
So three generations of the Hattingh family enjoyed a weekend together.  Passing down what we know 

and why.  One wonders whether the repository of our culture is not the cricket clubs, or constitutional 

courts, or factories that build these machines but rather the humble family in whose bosom the 

innovators and leaders of tomorrow are nurtured.  If this be the vehicle of our progress then it would 

seem practical to lay a track of moral boundaries and intellectual structure that would give us freedom 

to travel the world.           

 


